Winter Associates!
Get ready for another fun and enriching term at Grebel!

We, Briar Hunter and Cassidy Wagler, are the current Associate Reps for the Fall 2018 term, but unfortunately we are both departing for coop in the Winter. What does this mean for you? Well, it simply means you will all experience the wonder and bliss that is the associate life at Grebel under the care and representation of two NEW friends! Maybe even YOU!

This past fall term, we have been hard at work executing both new and old events such as nacho lunches, potlucks, Grebel-wide events going to off-campus homes, tea parties and more! We are sure your associate reps will continue many of these events and come up with many more too!

This role benefits greatly from your suggestions, ideas and creativity so please contact one of us if you have ideas for an Associate event now or be sure to contact your future reps in the Winter!

Most of the announcements for Associates will happen over Facebook on the "Grebel Associates 2018/2019" page, as well as at Community Supper announcements and the Wednesday bulletin BUT a new resource that is now widely used at Grebel is the app Skybunk which has replaced the old general Grebel Facebook group! We highly encourage you all to download it from the App Store before you come to Grebel and make an account so you are prepared to be IN THE LOOP from the get-go! Also be sure Grebel has your correct and updated email so you can receive important announcements from Student Services.

We have been having an absolutely wild term and are convinced you will have the same in the Winter! Student Council has been planning an awesome Frost Week, so make sure to stay updated on all the fun activities going on!

Grebel is looking forward to seeing you soon!